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8.5

well composed and well exposed.  The highlights 

are a bit bright would be my only comment





8

the vase shot centered but it is not centered so 

looks to be leaning. 





8.5

only comment is rake out the white water 

splashes around the bird 





6.5

the concept is good, I like the composition and 

the light on the woman pulling my eye to her, 

but nothing is in focus





8

nice capture. Tone down the highlights on his 

face





7.5

my only comment is that the image needs to be 

compressed. Meaning bring the dentist in 

tighter, the light tighter and the instruments 

closer. Compress it down so it looks like he's 

right on top of you





7.5

nice studio, wish I had one that big.  As for the image, I 

would take care of the color cast to the right half of the 

image. Also, the c-stand is not sharp at the bottom but it 

is at the top ...?    clean up the c-stands- the remnants of 

tape, and there is a tie on the scrim, eight next to the 

barndoors on the JTL light, that needs to be taken out.  

the lighting on the right half could be brought up a bit 

too.





7.5

nice composition. The painting effect is nice but 

I'm not sure called for with this image. Straighten 

the barn (the right side and center.





7

well composed and well exposed. I think I would 

have taken out the person on the right bank - he 

or she is a distraction





7.5

a much tighter crop eliminating the bird on the 

left and right would be good





7.5

the image needs to be brighter and more 

contrast - but I do like the presentation and 

compostion





7.5

I like the presentation, the subject & 

composition.  It needs some sharpening and a bit 

of contrast





7

nice morning shot. The image appears to be 

tilted to the left.  The blue haze in the middle, 

while it's probably haze, I would wait until it has 

burned off.





7

nice capture. Needs to be sharper





6.5

nice photo. Perhaps a different background and 

having Stella looking at the camera would make 

it stronger





8

nice capture - would like to see a bit more of "in 

the cutback" where his leg wasn’t hidden by the 

water





8

the image is a bit soft but well exposed and 

captured.





8.5

only comment is I wish the rider was looking in 

the same direction as the horse





7

nicely exposed. I probably would try it from a 

lower POV





7

good timing.  The flash position is causing a 

deep shadow behind the owl and the right side of 

his face. Maybe more the light to the left 6-12 

inches would help. Also why is the right side of 

the image soft and the left sharp?





8

good capture. Might like to lighten his face a bit





7.5

lighten the eyes and darken the lower part of the 

face.





8

great timing. Perhaps the background could go a 

bit darker to help separate the bird





7

nice capture but the wrong time of day. Also, 

there is a white 2 px line around the tower on 

down to the end of the pier. Probably from 

sharpening or clarity and the left side needs the 

perspective corrected so the light post on the left 

is straight.





7.5

beautiul composition and capture.  The focus is 

off. The butterfly's back wing is soft but the front 

of the flower and 1/2 the green stem is in focus. 

Perhaps a different focus point would help this. 

Alsi the spider web is a distraction





7.5

great idea.  It needs a bit of contrast and I'd like 

to see where the other end of the wire goes





8.5

Well done maker. I'd like to see a bit more on the 

left so he wasn’t pinned against the edge of the 

frame





8.5

Tighter crop - much tighter crop would intensify 

his look





7

Good idea, wrong time of day for the lighting





6.5

Good exposure but the focus is off. Bottom right 

black leave is sharp but the flower petals arent





8.5

only comment is around his antennae and in the 

spiral, I would clean up the fringing or color 

shifts that are present. Otherwise WOW!





7

Great bonding time with daddy and daughter. 





7

I like the concept - the highlights on her face are 

too bright and I'd like to see the bottle rotated so 

I could see the entire name and her hair needs 

some help





8

nice compostion and good capture.  Three 

concerns - the reflections on the apples need to 

be taken out, and the pot on the right is too 

bright. 3rd, the light on the right needs to be 

reduced. It's too strong . Where is it coming 

from.
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8

beautiful capture. There is a small amount of 

haloing (white pixels) on the tail feathers





8.5





7.5

I think this capture would have been better in 

color





7

focus is on the foreground branches, not the 

egret. Perhaps a different angle where the bird is 

not obscured





7.5

focus is on the tree and should have been on the 

snow





7

I like the capture but there is a white haloing 

around the bird





8.5

very strong image. Inner keyline is a bit strong 

but this is a very good capture





8.5

beautiful capture. 





8.5

well done. Watch the white haloing around the 

building against the sky





8

lighting is too soft for the R triangle and there 

needs to be some detail in the hair





7.5

the rabbits rear leg is the brightest spot and the 

eyes need to be sharper





7

nothing is in focus





7

highlights too bright especially the cement. 

Perhaps a slightly looser crop so the pedestal 

corners in the foreground and the shadow arent

cut off





7

concept is good. The pistons aren’t centered and 

the one on the right is cut off





7.5

nice capture. I think it needs a little more 

contrast





8

nice portrait. I would like to see a bit more of the 

right eye
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8.5

beautiful. Only comment would be about the 

black dots in the bottom left corner are a bit of a 

distraction





8.5

beautiful. The petals could be a bit sharper and 

some of the pollin subdued a bit but beautiful





7

nice idea but nothing is sharp





7.5

the image centerline is not in the center of the 

frame.  Make it symmetrical





7.5

perhaps a tighter crop on the right so the 6 

centered umbrellas are the focal point would be 

better





7

I was confused by which patterns.  The ceiling or 

the hanging stars





8

Suggest bringing up the whites a little





7

perhaps a lower pov to incorporate more of the 

grey and brown paths in the lower 1/3 would add 

to the theme





7.5

a lower pov and watch the focus point





7.5

fix the perspective and don’t cut off the light 

coming in on the right





8

could use a bit of sharpness





8

the fence is a distraction and perhaps a lower 

pov





8

fix the perspecive on the house, a bit more 

contrast and make the worker stand out a bit 

more





7.5

a tighter crop focused on the slats and shadows 

would help





8.5

a touch brighter and the background on the right 

could be a bit darker to match the left side





8.5

crop the bottom up to the stones on the left





8.5

fix the perspective - guidelines in photoshop can 

help with this
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8.5

WOW! would suggest that the bottom right be 

included to look similair to the top left where the 

angles meet





8

too many reflections that are not part of the 

story. make a black box with paper to eliminate 

the reflections - great idea





8

bring up the brightness and saturation on the 

subject just a bit





6.5

the fish is cut off





8.5

beautiful still life. The reflection on the left side 

of the bowl and the white dots on the left side 

should be taken out.  And perhaps bring up the 

highlights just a bit - reduce the stroke in 1/2





8.5

brightness on the faces is different on each of 

the captures which I can understand, but the 

color of the shirts needs to be the same. Also, on 

the 2nd from the left, the hand and forearm 

could be more visible





8

love it.  Needs a bit more contrast and the green 

veins from the plant are good but the outer 

green I do not understand





7.5

it appears to be oversharpened and should be a 

tighter crop





7

I would find a different perspective - there 

appears to be a reflection of a man and the dirt 

on the ground should be removed





8.5

love it. Only comment is reduce the green stroke





7

good idea, but nothing is sharp


